Organizations of all types and sizes choose the fi-7160 for its speed, reliability, and accuracy. Small enough to fit on any desk, yet powerful enough to sail through routine billing, data entry, and other administrative tasks. It’s the class-leading standard for small teams and workgroups.
fi-7160 Workgroup-class professional document scanner

A capable workhorse that keeps up with your business
- Powers through your documents at up to 120 images per minute
- Large-capacity 80-page Automatic Document Feeder
- Supports documents up to 220” long and embossed plastic cards

Give your teams the convenience of desktop scanning
The fi-7160 offers robust scanning right on your desk, with smart features to make it painless.
- Scan documents of mixed paper sizes and weights all at once - no need to pre-sort
- Intelligent MultiFeed Function allows easy manual bypass for sticky notes, taped receipts, and labels that can slow down batch scanning
- Ultrasonic Double Feed Detection identifies sheets stuck together so you don’t miss an image
- Forgot to remove a staple? Intelligent Sonic Paper Protection “listens” to paper flowing through the machine and stops if a misfeed occurs, reducing damage to your documents
- Skew Reduction significantly improves feeding performance and ensures that your whole document gets accurately captured from edge to edge
- Super-fast USB 3.0 interface

Clean up and optimize scans without changing settings in advance
PaperStream IP (PSP) is a TWAIN/ISIS®-compliant driver with easy-to-use features including:
- Assisted Scanning lets you choose the best image cleanup through visual selection
- Advanced Image Cleanup corrects the toughest documents, including colored and decorated backgrounds, to improve OCR and reduce rescans
- Auto Color Detection identifies the best color mode for the document
- Blank Page Detection removes blank pages automatically
- Front and Back Merge places two sides of a page into one convenient image

Centralized fleet management
Includes Scanner Central Admin Agent to remotely manage your entire fi Series fleet.
Effectively allocate your resources based on scan volume, consumables wear, and more.

Make it even better with PaperStream Capture Pro
Optional PaperStream Capture Pro software offers superior front-end capture, image processing, and options for enhanced data extraction and indexing for release.
A value-priced bundle is available.

**PaperStream Capture Pro benefits**
- **Flexible** scanning: Scan any color or grayscale paper, and choose the best size for your output.
- **Streamlined** workflow: Capture images, OCR text, and metadata in a single pass.
- **Advanced** features: Take advantage of advanced image cleanup, OCR, and data extraction.

**PaperStream Capture Pro features**
- Image Processing: Enhances scanned images with advanced features.
- OCR: Recognizes text in scanned documents.
- Metadata: Captures and extracts useful information from scanned documents.
- Batch Scanning: Scan multiple documents at once with batch processing.
- Advanced Features: Offers sophisticated options for improved scanning.

**Supported operating systems**
- Windows® 10 (32-bit/64-bit)
- Windows® 8.1 (32-bit/64-bit)
- Windows® 7 (32-bit/64-bit)
- Windows® Server® 2016 (64-bit)
- Windows® Server® 2012 R2 (64-bit)
- Windows® Server® 2012 (64-bit)

**Environmental designations**
- ENERGY STAR®
- RoHS
- EPEAT Silver